GOLDEN TRIANGLE VENTURES

OTC MARKETS - SYMBOL GTVH

THIS MOUNTAIN IS OURS

OUR VISION
OUR VISION IS TO ASSEMBLE A STRONG PORTFOLIO OF SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESSES UNDER ONE OVERARCHING UMBRELLA. OUR PIONEERING
SPIRIT AND STRATEGIC VISION WILL ALLOW US TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
AND DELIVER OPTIMAL RESULTS.

CONSULTATION
WE ARE A TEAM OF CONSULTANTS
SPECIALIZING IN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND
PUBLIC COMMUNICATION. UTILIZING OUR
COLLECTIVE ROLODEX OF RELATIONSHIPS,
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE TEAM HAS THE
ABILITY TO OFFER ASSISTANCE ON A
DYNAMIC RANGE OF PROJECT OBSTACLES
WHILE MAINTAINING THE HIGHEST QUALITY
AND LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR OUR CLIENTS.
NO MATTER WHAT THE NEEDS ARE, OUR
TEAM CAN HELP FACILITATE SUCCESSFUL
RESULTS IN AN ARRAY OF SECTORS.

ACQUISITIONS

PROJECT ADVISORY
WITH DECADES OF COMBINED EXPERIENCE, OUR
EXPANSIVE NETWORK INCLUDES INDUSTRY EXPERTS
THAT CAN ASSIST WITH PROJECT MANAGEMENT,
PRODUCT SOURCING, INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND SO MUCH MORE.
WE DEVELOP STRATEGIES AND DETAILED PLANS
THAT ARE CUSTOM-TAILORED TO INDIVIDUAL
NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES IN ALL AREAS OF
BUSINESS.

OUR BUSINESS MODEL IS SUPPORTED BY
THE DRIVE FOR VERTICAL INTEGRATION
TO CUT COSTS AND MAXIMIZE MARGINS.
WE STRIVE TO ACQUIRE ENTITIES AND
ASSETS THAT WE FULLY UNDERSTAND,
ALLOWING US TO MAINTAIN THE
PROSPECT FOR LONG-TERM EXPONENTIAL
GROWTH. OUR MISSION IS TO PROVIDE
THE NECESSARY RESOURCES FOR OUR
SUBSIDIARIES TO GENERATE PROFIT, AND
THEN ALLOW THEM TO LEVERAGE EACH
OTHER FOR MAXIMUM ECONOMIC IMPACT.

Board Of Directors

Steffan
Dalsgaard
Founder/Executive Chairman

Mr. Dalsgaard has an extensive background in business
development and more than a decade of experience representing
and consulting with dozens of private and public companies
over his career. Mr. Dalsgaard consults with companies on the
entirety of their corporate objectives while providing
a professional and corporate face to their organization.
Steffan Dalsgaard has built a strong reputation in the public
relations industry and strives to work with emerging growth
companies that are positioned to become significant and
powerful businesses in their respective fields. By providing
quality representation and strategic consulting catered to
e ach client ’ s in dividual n eeds , the services Mr. Dalsga ard
provides are highly valued an d have led to a m yriad of
corporate successes. Mr. Dalsgaard has a vision of operating a
nationally recognized holding company with a multitude of
businesses housed under one overarching umbrella.

Board Of Directors
Robert
Dubose
Chief Innovations officer/director

Mr. DuBose is the CEO of HyFrontier Technologies, Inc., a subsidiary
of Golden Triangle Ventures under its Technology Division. Mr.
DuBose is responsible for the success of the HyGrO product in the
agriculture market. His experience in the design and production
of hydrogen equipment goes back more than a decade, including
designing and building out PEMFC technologies since 2009 with his
company, Aquafuel, Inc. Mr. DuBose was raised in the farming and
machine shop business, where he learned firsthand how much work
and love goes into a successful crop, as well as how elements,
which are out of the farmers control, can have adverse effects
on finances. Over the past few years Mr. DuBose has been testing
and evaluating the use of hydrogen and oxygen injection into
drinking water for increased health with his own technologies.
This led him back to the farming business, researching tirelessly,
testing and evaluating how hydrogen and oxygen increases
yield in agriculture. He believed that being able to deliver a
solution to increase growth, yield, health, stamina of crops, and
more profitability for farmers, would be a win-win for all. The
incredible results he has personally seen led him to create the
HyGrO product which is now part of Golden Triangle Ventures.
Mr. DuBose is happily married with two grown children and his
commitment to the hydrogen industry has proven himself as a
major asset to the company.

Board Of Directors
Stuart
Seim
Chief Development officer/director

Mr. Seim began his career as an Associate Professor at the
University of Manitoba in the field of Outdoor and Environmental
Education after receiving his master’s degree and completing
advanced educational studies. Coming from a family with an
extensive financial background, Mr. Seim transitioned into the
Financial Services Industry where he then became a Stock Broker
in Rockford, IL, for a major regional financial firm, Robert W.
Baird. In a short time, he became the Branch Manager for Baird
in Minneapolis, MN while also serving as a Managing Director
for Baird. During this time, Mr. Seim also served on the Board of
an Industrial Hearing Company, which he helped to launch as a
new company (The TK Group). Mr. Seim continued to serve on a
Hospital Advisory Board in Rockford, IL, as well as serving on a
Children’s Development Board and Crisis Hotline. In Minneapolis,
MN, Mr. Seim served as Chairman of Courage Center Foundation,
Chairman of Goodwill Easter Seals and Vice Chairman of the
Catholic Elder Care. Mr. Seim and his wife moved to Arizona,
where Mr. Seim served as Chairman of the Board of Catholic
Charities of Arizona and as an advisor to other charities. Mr.
Seim currently resides in Colorado where he is an advisor to
several other organizations.
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Health

Global Health Services is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Golden
Triangle Ventures (operating under its Health Division). Dedicated
to the promotion of well-being and natural wellness,
the Company currently does business in the Medical PPE space
as well as the Industrial Hemp/CBD industry. Additionally, the
Company has a vision to promote, market, and generate sales for
a myriad of products and services which include a full retail
line of high-end, all-natural, health, wellness, and beauty
products. To help achieve this vision, Global Health Services is
in the process of further developing an extensive online portal
that will support the multiple verticals under the company
and provide a one-stop-shop for all of the Company’s products
and services. Moreover, to support overarching business goals,
senior management tirelessly works on acquiring and building
an array of profitable assets and projects.

Products
CBD Roll-on Cream

cbd supplements

cbd tinctures

cbd luxe skincare

Services
White Label Service

Global Health Services’ comprehensive
line of white label CBD products
include Gummies, Tinctures, Pain Relief
Creme, Gel Caps, Skin Care, and pet
products. We offer standardized
turnkey solutions in a variety of
strengths and flavors, and because
our products utilize custom watersoluble powder with CBD or broadspectrum cannabinoids that can mix
with virtually any base surfactant, we
have the ability to create completely
custom formulas based on desired taste,
potency, and effect. Our production
lines in our FDA approved facility are
food grade and can accommodate any
sized order.

Wholesale bulk Product
Fulfillment

With unmatched purity and versatility,
our hemp-derived bulk products provide
a clean and potent extracts that
have the potential for an unlimited
range of products and applications. To
create these bulk products into their
purest form, cannabinoids, terpenes,
and flavonoids are separated from the
raw cannabis plant material through
a multi-step extraction process with
several layers of refinement.

Extraction Services
All of the extraction facilities
have fully developed a rigorous
quality control and quality
assurance protocols in place that
call for on-site chromatography
and 3rd party batch testing
that ensures accurate levels of
phytocannabinoids, confirms the
level of THC at or under the
FDA mandated level of .3% and
produces the highest quality TRUE
Full Spectrum, Broad Spectrum, and
THC-Free Hemp-derived extracts
that contain no solvents, no
heavy metals, and no pesticides.
Our licenses include CFM
(Commercial Food Manufacturing)
which is all-encompassing of
cGMP, GDF and NSF which creates
a seamless chain of custody for
consumer products hitting the
shelves under FDA guidelines.

Entertainment

Lavish Entertainment [EpicRaves] is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Golden Triangle Ventures under its Entertainment Division. Operating
out of Las Vegas, Nevada, the Company was established with a
vision of becoming a nationally recognized concert production
Company. currently Lavish has more than 30,000 national followers
and nearly 100 team members which have helped the Company
successfully organize some of the most exciting Electronic Dance
Music concerts in Las Vegas. The Company is building an immersive
Virtual Reality platform to help monetize its live-streamed concerts
and assist its business in expanding into markets outside of Las
Vegas. The Company has also launched its own record label called
Syndicate Bass Records to showcase some of the best Bass Music
artists in the world and provide a platform to highlight their
music. Lavish Entertainment has a partnership with Sahara Event
Center which is a 68,000 sq ft event center where the Company
organizes some of its larger concerts. Management has a vision of
acquiring a large-scale venue to develop the most advanced
event center in the world.

Events

Events

EpicRaves is one of the multiple divisions
inside of Lavish Entertainment, Inc. We aim
to produce high quality bass music events
in Las Vegas, enhanced by custom stage
and sound design, state-of-the-art venues
and touring DJ’s from all around the
world. These events strive to leave our
fans with a unique level of enjoyment
and interaction.
We plan to bring a fun and entertaining
environment to the EDM community for
anyone to enjoy. These events inspire fans
to freely express themself and live in the
moment amongst their peers. The quality
of the experience is the company’s utmost
priority at every EpicRaves event.

Event center

EPICRaves Event

Lavish Entertainment intends to purchase the Sahara
Event Center and remodel the facility into the most
advanced Event Center on the planet. The goal is to
build the most unbelievable permanent production
with LED panels on the roof, walls and back drop of
stage, combined with 200+ lasers and the best audio
system available.

Current Layout

Current VIP Bar

EpicRaves Stage Build

Events

Roster

At Syndicate Bass Records we strive
to feature some of bass music’s most
groundbreaking talent. Based out
of Las Vegas, Nevada and curated
by people who believe in the impact
of the bass music scene around
the world. We spend countless
hours vigorously searching for
the most Intricate and complex
sounds in the game. Our mission is
to spread awareness and expose the
unbelievable talent from around
the globe.

Virtual Events
Concerts and events hosted by Lavish
Entertainment will also be offered on Positron’s
award-winning Voyager® VR motion pods,
delivering a new content category for locationbased entertainment.

Positron’s platform, developed with Golden Triangle
Ventures for its Entertainment Division under Lavish
Entertainment, will elevate live concerts to the next
level by offering more freedom to audiences to join
remotely on VR headsets, AR mobile devices, and 2D
streaming devices.

Artists will be able to offer customized
interactive 3D visualizations and worlds that
will be available both at the live venue and
inside the VR platform. This will allow audiences
to navigate between the live 360 stream of the
artist, and to “step inside” the 3D world designed
by the artist or creator. Audiences will be able
to buy and share tickets to events, purchase
digital merchandise including NFTs, as well as
access an array of content the company will be
providing.

Technology

Golden Triangle Ventures owns 100% of HyFrontier Technologies
through its Technology Division. The Company has developed
a patent-pending process and device technology called “HyGrO”,
which is a molecular Hydrogen and Oxygen delivery system for
Agriculture. Golden Triangle Ventures, Inc. is assisting the Company
in commercializing the HyGrO unit for farm and home use in markets
across the globe. HyFrontier Technologies, Inc. has a mission to
improve global crop production efficiency by producing Hydrogen
and Oxygen directly in the water stream. This technology can
be used on any species of plant life in nearly any grow medium.
Additionally, the system can be retrofitted to wellheads for largescale agricultural projects, indoor grow operations, and small
farms or utilized for a multitude of residential home and garden
applications.To push the development and commercialization of
the technology, .

Production facility
To push the development and commercialization
of the technology, management has now
moved the Company headquarters from
Colorado to Florida and the team involved
has transitioned its operations into a 7800 sq.
ft. state-of-the-art manufacturing facility.
The Company recently executed a 3-year lease
with an option to purchase the entire 24,000
sq. ft. building which will help the business in
achieving its ultimate goal of commercializing
this technology to the world.

Products
Single Core System

Dual Core System

Dimensions: 19h x 14L x 12W [approx.]

Dimensions: 19h x 14L x 12W [approx.]

Power usage: 3.5 amps A/C

Power usage: 7 amps A/C

5-15 gallons per minute

10-30 gallons per minute

For use with 1/2 to 3/4 inch lines

For use with 3/4 to 1 1/2 inch lines

The Science
Farmers have known for many years
oxygenated soils improve plant respiration,
mineral uptake and water movement in
roots, all of which have a positive impact
on plant growth and productivity.

The supply of oxygen to the plant root area
(rhizosphere) generally improves crop performance
under anoxic/hypoxic soil conditions. The process
of tilling the soil before sowing greatly improves
aeration and is a common practice conducted by
farmers the world over. There are unfortunately
many detrimental results associated with tilling,
including high soil erosion, elevated leaching,
localized air pollution and increased cost.

A bolt of lightning is so powerful, it breaks the
covalent bonds of both the air and water it
makes contact with, to create nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen, which gets caught up in the rain
and downdraft of the storm, falling to the
earth, providing critical nutrients plants need.

The results
Our in-house, as well as scientific lab and
in-field testing yields evidence Hydrogen is
capable of increasing crop yields by up to
25% or more. Larger root systems and better
overall plant health were also seen.

HyFrontier’s HyGrO technology is the first and only
molecular hydrogen and oxygen delivery system for
agriculture, to date. We anticipate the ‘hydrogen
era in agriculture’ to be a multi-billion dollar
manufacturing industry in the future, worldwide. Our
team is expecting exponential growth in this new
‘space’ from trials/sales, exposing the technology at
agricultural expos and other venues. HyFrontier’s
HyGrO tech hydrogen production methodology is
safe, being micro-bubbled and dissolved in water.

Food & Wine

Napa Wine Brands is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Golden
Triangle Ventures which strives to provide a world-class
portfolio of unique brands which are all birthed from the Napa
/ Sonoma Valley wine regions in the heart of California’s Wine
Country. The Company has a commitment to manufacture and
distribute specialty wines, foods, and unique wine country gift
items while tapping into an array of hidden markets in the food
and beverage industry. With extensive resources and awardwinning products, Napa Wine Brands strives to develop some
of the most desirable products in today’s market. Originated by
some of the most profound experts in Napa / Sonoma County
regions, the Company’s vision is to broaden the horizon of a
traditional food and wine Company by creating a platform
different than anything currently in the northern hemisphere.

Current Facility

looking forward
Napa Wine Brands is actively
searching for a location to
fulfill our unique version of a
winery. Our vision is to build our
own facility somewhere between
Sonoma & Napa that lives up to
the wholesome outdoor lifestyle
theme, like a lodge you’d find in
the mountains or on the shore of
a beautiful lake or stream. An open
timber “lodge” design with a big
rock fireplace and walls adorned
with taxidermy and old fishing and
hunting relics.

Products

Wines

oils

vinegars

chocolate Sauces

fulfillment

Sonder Fulfillment is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Golden
Triangle Ventures which provides synergistic benefits to many
of the other divisions within GTV. The Company has put together
a powerful team of research PHDs, formulary scientists and
flavor compounding specialists to build advanced cannabinoidbased nutritional and homeopathic products that are designed
to catalyze the endocannabinoid system (ECS) to support
targeted wellness and relief. The teams involved have been
building well-known products in the natural medicine space
for several decades and have coalesced that knowledge to
build the most powerful cannabinoid-driven products in the
world. Longstanding relationships with farms, extraction labs,
product formulation labs, and co-packaging companies allow
Sonder Fulfillment to secure the complete supply chain from
start to finish and provide its clients with the lowest cost of
goods sold as possible while maintaining the highest quality
standards in the industry.

Pharmaceutical
Sonder Fulfillment has put together a powerful team of
research Ph.D.s, formulary scientists, and flavor compounding
specialists to build advanced cannabinoid - based
n utritional and homeopathic products that are designed
to catalyze the endocannabinoid system [ECS] to support
targeted wellness and relief. The Company’s management team
has built many well-known products in the natural medicine
space for several decades and has coalesced that knowledge
to build out superior processes and products.

Sonder Fulfillment provides bulk raw CBD materials to
clients in 22 countries and is now paving the way to become
the first Company to provide legally commercialized endconsumer CBD products into “hard to penetrate” markets such
as Japan, Australia, South Korea and Mexico. Also recently
partnered with GVB Biopharma, one of the largest industrial
hemp processors in the space, to undertake the extensive and
rigorous process to get Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient [API]
certification for raw products. API certification will allow
Sonder Fulfillment to further expand its reach into markets
where CBD can only be distributed through prescriptions as a
medicinal product.

farming
Sonder Fulfillment has created relationships
and provides direct representation with
licensed industrial hemp farms across the
nation. Each participating farm boasts robust
farming irrigation infrastructure optimal for
industrial hemp cultivation.

These relationships allow our clients and
partners to have direct access to some of the
largest hemp farms in the United States. The farms
we partner with utilize modern technology
and land management practices and only plant
the highest quality hemp genetics:

SPECIALLY BRED CULTIVARS, NON-GMO
PROPRIETARY HIGH CANNABIDIOL CBD/LOW THC CULTIVARS
PROPRIETARY HIGH CANNABIGEROL CBG/LOW THC CULTIVARS
PHYTOCANNABINOID & TERPENOID-RICH STRAINS
ON AVERAGE 15% CBD & LESS THAN 0.3% THC
RICH FULL SPECTRUM PROFILE WITH DIVERSE PHYTOCANNABINOIDS & TERPENES

EXTRACTION
Sonder Fulfillment has strategic partnerships
with state-of-the-art extraction facilities that
utilize supercritical CO2 extraction, subcritical
and
cryogenic
ethanol
extraction
as
bulk
methodologies. These facilities have purification
processes that produce CBD products with high
levels of phytocannabinoids while eliminating
unwanted amounts of THC and chlorophyll.

Our partner facilities utilize a powerful chromatography
technique that allows for the identification and complete
removal of the naturally occurring trace amounts of THC from
the oil, while leaving intact the full spectrum profile of nonpsychoactive phytocannabinoids and synergistic compounds such
as Cannabigerol (CBG), Cannabinol (CBN), Cannabichromene (CBC),
and many naturally preserved terpenes.
All of the extraction facilities we utilize have fully developed
and rigorous quality control and quality assurance protocols
in place that call for on-site chromatography and 3rd party
batch testing that ensures accurate levels of phytocannabinoids,
confirms the level of THC at or under the FDA mandated level
of .3%, and produces the highest quality TRUE Full Spectrum Hempderived extracts that contain no solvents, no heavy metals, and
no pesticides.

DEVELOPMENT
Sonder Fulfillment’s white label bulk manufacturing
services provide our clients with innovative turn-key
product development solutions that utilize the highest
quality ingredients and meet all regulatory and compliance
standards. Our facilities can fulfill nearly any formulation
and blending, but outsource all co-packing and fulfillment of
end-user products. Sonder Fulfillment offers complete white
label product development that translates a company’s vision
into a market-market-ready product.

We currently manufacture all bulk formats of industrial
hemp derivatives including: We currently manufacture all bulk
formats of industrial hemp derivatives including:

FULL SPECTRUM CO2 THC FREE OIL
PBROAD SPECTRUM THC FREE CRYO OIL
BROAD SPECTRUM LOW THC OIL (.3% THC)
CBD, CBG, AND CBN ISOLATE

